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Cite Fran~aise established in Leupold
by Bea McMillan
"The Ulrich Leupold Graduate
lesidence'' has received an
eddition to its title this year . . .
"Cite Francaise" (French
House) .
Now the residence houses one
of French students who are
daily immersed in French
....,v<>rsation. This program is the
of last year's attempt's by
Berman, then acting Chairof French department, to
the students closer to real
living. With the cooperaof Dean Glebe, Seminary
and Dean Nichols, Dean of
the venture to move
House from 1 Euler was
.OO~en.

Under a voluntary basis, eight
are now participating and
IIIey are fortunate to have
r.bienne Naneix, a grad student,
from Reims, France living with
diem in Leupold. She assists
them in this French 'living and
learning experience'. Naneix
teaches French conversation
right there in a cosy
tiendly atmosphere. She is here
an exchange program between
French and Canadian govlllnunents. Helena Da Silva, a

Pis

fourth year WLU grad, is
teaching English conversation in
France in exchange.
Naneix is not a student of WLU
but she is taking a couple of
courses while she is here from
September to April. She feels
very positive about the French
House system. "The girls converse in French all of the time
while in residence much to their
own wishes. I've been told they
even speak it when I'm not
there, " she stated.
The girls watch a French TV
station, read French journals,
and put French posters on the
wall. The only thing not in French
is the door sign which reads
''Lounge''.
Dr. Berman of the French
department, pointed out the
problem with last year's situation. In Euler, only Y3 of the
students spoke French and they
hesitated to exercise their skill.
When two people speak one
language the third person feels
left out which causes ill feelings.
Motivation to use French was
lacking," Dr. Berman said.
Now no ill feelings are
involved. Naneix, who is also an
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French house has been established in Leupold residence this year.

advisor to the group feels that,
"Listening to the others is very
helpful in learning" for the
French students. Everyday conversation missed in the classroom
is picked up this way.
For those with "un bon apetit,
a new 'French table' is being

initiated by Naneix to be held
Tuesdays and Fridays from 12:30
to 1:2t) p.m.in the Dining Hall.
Anyone interested in conversationa! French can eat their lunch
there.
This year's French exchange
program is a boost to encourage

future prospects of this kind.
Perhaps the program could be
expanded to include any males
who were interested in entering
theprogram.
'
This year the Cite Francaise is
wor~g

out very well.

eport on the WLUSU board meeting
by Dave Creek
On Sunday night, the WLUSU
Board of Directors met in the
ubrary Board Room. The budget
for Winter Carnival was pre18Dted as an amendment to the
of Student Activities
of 1978-79. Winter
Coordinator, Paul Gagpresented the budget, and
out that certain . aspects
lifthe budget had been updated.
1he only amendment to this
lladget, was with regard to a
limultaneous chess exhibition,
provided by a chess master. The
Board provided that WLU stu-

dents could participate free of
charge, while all others would be
required to pay an entry fee of
one dollar.
WLUSU president Mike Hadlow presented a report on the
President's council. Hadlow reported that in the past, this body
bad been unworkable, as a
formal, minute-taking organ. The
new format is to be one of an
informal forum, consisting of the
Student Union executive, and the
executive of the University. The
President's Council, will meet on
the last Wednesday of every
month.

Hadlow also reported that
Student Security for this year bas
been chosen. The members of
Student Security for this year. are:
Steve Hunter, Paul Peacock,
Stephen Cheeseman, Nancy Klynick, Leslie Routhier, and John
Fischer as a substitute. These
students will be paid three
dollars and eighty cents an hour,
and will be scheduled in such a
manner that two will work each
night on Thursday and Friday,
and three will work on Saturday,
when WLU security is not
available. It was also pointed out
that at least one male and one

Tayler installed as president
Dr. Neale H. Tayler, academic
ft:e-president of Wilfrid Laurier
University since 1972, was
formally installed as president of
the university at colorful installaceremonies Sunday at 2:30
took

place

at

Kitchener' s Memorial Auditorium, East Ave., Kitchener. Dr.
Tayler succeeds Dr. Frank C.
Peters, president since 1968, who
retired in July.
The new president, a native of
Windsor, joined the WLU faculty
in 1962, coming from the

FS plans picket line
A mass information picket line

will be staged at Queens Park on
NOvember 16, This was decided
at an Ontario Federation of
Student's emergency plenary
held this weekend. The WLU
representatives at the meeting
were: Dave Crapper, Commissioner of University Affairs, Tom
McCauley, External Affairs Coordinator, and Tim Clancy, the
Commission's Senate Research
Assistant.
The picket line is intended to
be a "pre-emptive strike" to
hamper the Ministry of Education and Universities in following
through on plans for more
cutbacks. OFS wants to stress the
educational and informational
8lpeCts of this action.
Coordination and organization
will make ~he picket line more
militant than a mob demonstratiaD, ICCOrding to the OFS report
aa "Tactics for a Fall Action'' .
011

There will be student-run
security at the picket line, which
will be held on the south side of
the Parliament buildings in
Toronto. Seventy-five Torontobased marshalls and 25 picket
captains will make sure the line
keeps moving in an orderly way.
Booklets, which outline the
purpose and discipline of the
line, will be provided for
marchers. Songs and chants will
be led through a sound system
hooked up in a mobile unit.
OFS feels this mass information picket line will attract the
media's attention. Students and
the Ontario government will be
urged to give a closer look to t'he
proposed cutbacks.
All of the OFS members voted
in favour of the picket line except
Ryerson and WLU. Ryerson
voted against the motion. WLU
abstained.

University of Toronto where be
was a chairman of the graduating
department of modem languages.
He headed the department of
romance languages at WLU and
then became the first chairman of
graduate studies when the
department was established in
1963. He served the university
also as dean of the arts and
science faculty from 1968 to 1972
and was acting president for a
year while Dr. Peters was on
sabbatical.
William H. Timmis, chairman·
of the university's board of
governors, administered the oath
of office to Dr. Tayler and he was
installed by the Hon. John Black
Aird of Toronto, chancellor of the
university. Dr. John A. Weir,
academic vice-president, invested Dr. Tayler with the robes
of office.
"
Among those bringing greetings were the Hon. Bette
Stephenson, minister of colleges
and universitites; and the presidents of 22 other universities
and institutions.
Following the ceremony, degrees were conferred upon more
than 400 students completing full
and part-time studies in arts,
science, business and economics,
music, social work and theology.

·female security person would be
on duty each night.
Hadlow reported on the ticket
situation for the upcoming
Western game. The Board was
told that the home team is
supposed to save thirty percent of
its seating for the visiting team.
Hadlow told the Board that the
Athletic. Department was handling ticket sales and busing for
this game.
Murray Keith reported to the
Board on the subject of the
damaged Turret sign in the
Torque Room. He reported that
this sign could be repaired, and
that both it and the movie sign
could be made more functional.
The estimated cost for this work
was given at between fifty and
one hundred dollars.
Mike Hadlow presented the
preliminary report of the Planning Committee. Hadlow stated
that this type of report, outlining
the priorities of the Committee,
was expected from previous
years, but was never delivered in
written form. The four areas of
priority are as follows.
1. The committee will investigate the pros and cons of the
incorporation of Radio Laurier,
with special attention paid to ~he
financial, personnel, and ' facilities implications of obtaining a
licence.
2. The Committee will work in
conjunction with the Lounge
Policy and Building Committees,
in order to examine cosmetic and
physical changes to the Turret.
3. The Committee will examine
ways in which continuity of
student government can be
maintained, and providing full
access to the records of previous
·/
administrations.
4. Allocation of funds for additions to the SUB are stalled until
the actual cost of the new
professional building is finalized.
Therefore the committee will
attempt to formulate guidelines
which can be used by the
university administration when it
prepares its proposals.

In addition to this, a list will be
drawn up, outlining the items
which should be considered
before any decision• are made.
Jim Lye reported as Chairman
of the By-laws and Regulations
Committee. Lye said that the
committee had examined the
possibility of holding- WLUSU
elections, and the proposed OFS
referendum at different times in
order to provide both with the
focus of attention that they
deserve. Lye also told the Board
that the committee had come to
the conclusion that it would be
unfeasible to change the fiscal
year of WLUSU.
Last week in the Cord, it was
reported that Arts Rep Russ
Kastner had resigned from the
Board. Jim Lye reported that in
fact, Kastner had only made
known to Mike Hadlow his
intention to resign. Due to
regulations governing by-elections, it would be impossible to
replace Kastner before early
December, therefore Kastner
was convinced to date his
resignation effective as of December the second. At that time,
the Board can either appoint
someone to the vacant seat, or
leave it vacant until February.
The Commissioner of University Affairs, Dave Crapper,
reported that he and Tom
McCauley had attended an
emergency plenary session of
OFS that afternoon, at the U ofT.
OFS presented their fall plan of
action to the delegates. It
consisted of an information picket
of Queen's Park. The purpose of
this picket is to attract media
attention to the plight of
post-secondary students in Ontario . OFS requested that as
many schools as possible send
contingents, but that a hard core
of dedicated activists, would be
more valuable that a show of
force.
CrapperJ and McCauley presented ...a brief at the plenary,
questioning the usefulness of this
Continued on page 5
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University of Waterloo students more literate?
WATERLOO [CUP] The failure
rate for students writing a
controversial English profiency
exam at the University of
Waterloo has dropped dramatically.
Out of the 1,153 students who
took the test this year, 28 o/o
failed. Last year, the failure rate
was 44 % .
Twenty-one per cent of the
students scored 75 % or higher on
the mandatory test of grammar,
comprehension, and writing
skills, compared to 12 % in the
previous year.

Dr. Ken Ledbetter , the head of
the university's language proficiency program, attributed the
decrease to improved high school
teaching.
"We have a lot more essays
this year and considerably fewer
messes. It seems obvious in
reading-these papers that a lot of
overworked Grade 13 teachers
must have accomplished wonders
with their students last year. "
Ledbetter designed the test,
which was voluntary when it was
introduced three years ago but
became mandatory this year.

could take up to graduation .
However. the test has been
attacked as a "travesty of
scientific investigation " by former Waterloo profiency program
instructor Don :\1artin.
Martin said that data from the
previous two years of administering the exam "clearly shows
that performance on the exam is
not even of any importance as an
indicator of academic achievement. ''
He pointed to a study released
in early 1977 which said
"unequivocally" that students
were just as well prepared for
university at high school graduation as they had ever been.
He said the study, called the
Secondary/ Post-Secondary
Interface ....-study, also concluded
ent, said this money was Ontario graduates were as well
budgeted last year for the educated as graduates from
appropriatipn fund for building similar levels in other countries.
Martin also quoted W.B.
renovations.
Pearson,
a former Dean of
Hadlow said the floor was
disintegrating near the edges of Sciences at U of W, as expressing
the dance area and it needed to surprise at the "much publicized
be replaced. There was water
damage under the windows.
Considering that wood is harder
to clean and it is dangerous to
walk on when it is wet, the
by Carl Friesen
Student Union decided to put
Bob Reichard, Purchasing Agdowb the tiles. They are more
ent for WLU, was recently
durable as they are resistant to
elected President of the Ontario
cigarette burns.
University Purchasing ManageThe main reason for putting
ment Association (OUPMA). This
the tile down is that it saves
Association is made up of
$1,000 per year that would have
Purchasing Agents from the 14
to have been spent on sanding
Ontario Universities and Colthe wooden floor.
leges. During the previous 13
Over t.he summer, furniture
years, University representatives
from the TV Lounge was
would meet on an informal basis,
re-upholstered and restuffed.
usually annually, to coordinate
The total cost came to $592.80.
purchasing and buy in bulk to
Hadlow said maintenance put
reduce costs. Reichard gave an
the cushions in order last week.
example of a $85,000 purchase of
Six offices on the southeast side
envelopes made jointly by WLU,
of the SUB, including the office of
U of Guelph, and the U of W, at
the Dean of Students, are flooded
considerable savings.
by sunshine in the morning. The
Since the formal organization
Operation Management Board
of the OUPMA, various direct(OMB) and the building comives from the Ontario Ministry of
mittee will discuss the possibility
Universities and Colleges were
of putting a green plastic film on
laid down. One of these regarded
the southeast windows to shade
the offices. This project would
cost about $425.
However. the student paper at
the U of W, the Chet'ron,
attributed part of the decrease to
another factor- its printing of the
1977 test in its Sept .. 5 issue. It
said it received reports from
students that the 1978 exam
contained 21 questions from th e
Chevron's reprint.
The Ledbetter test consists of
multiple-choice questions on
grammar and a short essay.
Students who fail it must
attend writing clinics until they
show proficiency in grammar and
writing skills. For some, this

Renovations in WLUSU building

revelations" about student writing skills at Waterloo because
tests he had conducted showed
that 85 % of the students " wrote
perfectly adequate English ''.
According to university information officer Jack Adams, the
test was instituted because there
had been concern for several
years about the literacy of high
school students entering univer·
sity.
··More and more students
didn't seem to be able to do a
good job writing essays. They
demonstrated so many different
levels of grammatical competency and comprehension. "
English profiency tests are also
being wsed at the University of
Toronto, University of Calgary,
University of Prince Edward
Island, and the University of
British Columbia . Concordia
University has decided to institute them next year, while the
University of Manitoba is considering instituting them.

Cooperating to save
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TV Lounge In Student Union Building

New tiles have been laid in the
Turret and the furniture has been
re-upholstered in the TV lounge.
The Student Union is also looking
into the possibility of tinting

some of the windows in the
Student Union Building (SUB).
A total of $9,470 was spent on
the new tiles in the Turret. Mike
Hadlow, Student Union presid-

A
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foreign imports. The OUPMA iJ
allowed to purchase non-domestic items only if comparablequality Canadian-made goods are
at least 10% more expensive. An
example of this cited by Reichard
is the Japanese-made Yamaha
pianos purchased by many
Universities. He stated that u
the Canadian produced Heinz.
man pianos being considered
were of lower quality bu&
considerably higher priced thlll
the Yamahas, the OUPMA fak
justified in importing them.
Reichard stated that the
OUPMA does not officially
concern itself with selling. Then
is a newsletter which circulate~
among the Purchasing Agents iD
different schools. It attempts to
coordinate sellers and buyers ol
surplus, usually of used equip.
ment.
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475 King North, Waterloo
Phone 884-0220

Featuring

"Madison A venue"
1-:vPr~·

Wro.

Luncheon 11:30 to 2 p.m.

"' i~ht

Licensed under L.L.B.O.
You must be18 or over to
enter the Pickle Cellar
Entrance on north side of building

· Jazz & ..ions every Saturday

A,ftemoon 3-6 p.m.

\..

FREE

' WF;DNESDAY NIGHT
IS

HOMEMADE SOUP
AND COFFEE
with purchase of
any sandw 1ch

II.UIUII

When you're drinking
tequila, Sauza's the shot
that counts. That's why more
and more people are asking
for it by name.

IIID

Mans ize
Corned
Beef. Roast Beef or
Ham on a Bun, cole
s law . . . .. ... .. . . . .

Bridgeport Lounge
Featuring

''Aspen''

TEQUILA SAUZA

.)

Number One in Mexico.
Number One in Canada.

A
1

(',(tan,,., Pa6 in th(· Cilll
ConveaieJlt PalilJng

514 . _...~at

r

w. Kft......,., 14:1-4~1

All the Pickles you
can eat .•.

Sandwic h
Platter
with cole slaw, roasted potatoes, veget·
abies . .. :-.. . . . .. . . .
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No smoking-it's the law

students
to do a
They
different
com pet"

by Steve Fischer
You may have noticed that
quite a bit less smoke has been
drifting past you as you ride the
escalators this year and that
there is now less chance of enter·
iDg an elevator enveloped in a
smokey haze while trying to get
from one floor to another in the
Central Teaching Building.
The reason for the noticeably
greater amount of smoke-free air
in certain locations on campus is
the new Waterloo smoking
bylaw. Now·you cannot only tell
that big guy next to you on the
elevator not to blow smoke in
your face, but you can actually
get him fined ~p to $25 for doing
80.
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Since Septem~r 1st of this
year, all retail businesses (includ·
ing the WLU bookstore),
restaurants, banks, financial
institutions, municipal offices,
elevators, escalators, and service
lines in the city of Waterloo have
become non-smoking areas. As
well smoking is not allowed in
more than 50% of all reception
ueas, theatres and places of
uaembly.
The university itself set up 'no
smoking' signs in all classrooms
4 years ago due to a student orig·
inated poll which showed that
1100king students and faculty
were in the minority. The signs,
many of which have been torn
down or graffitied, have cer·
tainly not been an overpowering
force for the rights of non·
smokers. It was left up to the
professor to enforce the ruling at
llil discretion and this was rarely
done. This fall there has been
eaforcement of the signs, in
pneral compliance with the
bylaw on campus and through·
out the city.
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The bylaw came into effect
after a year of research by
council and input from citizens,
merchants, and organizations
such as the Waterloo Regional
inter-agency Council on Smoking
and Health. The main reason for
the decision to enact the bylaw
was that second-hand tobacco
smoke (exhaled smoke and the
smoke from idling cigarettes,
cigars and pipes) is a health
hazard and discomfort to Water·
loo citizens. Sidestream smoke
(smoke from the burning end of
the cigarette) has higher concen·
trations of noxious compounds
than the mainstream smoke
inhaled by the smoker. There is
twice as much tar and nicotine in
sidestream smoke as compared
to mainstream, 5 times as much
carbon monoxide and 50 times as
much amonia.
In Toronto and Ottawa, sim·
ilar bylaws were put into effect 2
years ago with the sole difference
being that management was
responsible for enforcement of
the smoking bylaw in his or her
place of business. In Waterloo,
due to the complaints of local
merchants, enforcement was not
placed in their hands, despite the
resultant loss in effectiveness.
The government of the
province has contended that
such bylaws are outside of mun·
icipal jurisdiction, but as yet this
has not been tested in courts. No
fines have as yet been levied on
anyone in Waterloo through the
new bylaw, although several
have been in Ottawa and
Toronto
which
were
not
contested. Ironically an Ottawa
Smokeshop owner was recently
fined $400 for not putting up 'no
smoking' signs on his premises.
In a survey conducted in the
Waterloo region in January
1977, 70% of those questioned
stated that they were either non·
smokers or ex-smokers; 88%
were against smoking being
allowed in food stores; and 93%
were against smoking being
allowed in enclosed public places
such as elevators and buses.

WLUSU planning priorities
Radio Laurier, the Turret,
continuity in student government, and the Student Union
Building (SUB) addition were
presented to the Board on
Sunday as priorities of the
planning committee.
Radio Laurier has been chosen
as the first priority because it is
budgeted for approximately
$17,000 this year. Mike Hadlow,
the chairperson of the committee,
said that the committee will
investigate the pros and cons of
the incorporation of Radio Laurier. If this was accomplished the
radio station would be a separate
corporation from WLUSU, just as
Student Publications is. With
Radio Laurier as a separate
entity. a license might be easier
to attain. The CRTC refused to
grant the station a license this
summer because there were 2
non-Canadians on the board of
directors. If Radio Laurier were
separate, it could make sure only
Candians were board members.
Hadlow outlined some of the
pros and cons about Radio
Laurier getting a license. Under
the obligations of a licensed
station, Radio Laurier might have
to be on the air all summer, and
this would cause a staffing
problem. As it is now, Radio
Laurier can be removed from
Grand River Cable at any time,
because the station doesn't have
a license.
Renovations in the Turret is
the next priority of the planning
committee. In the past, there has
been disagreements about the
redecorating of the Turret and
nothing has been done.
Hadlow pointed out that the
Turret was a big social area and
most other- universities have
well-decorated pubs. He said it
would be nice if there was a
consistent colour scheme in the
Turret. To darken the room for
the possible 7 foot TV screen,
curtains would have ~o be hung.
Other cosmetic changes could be
done to make the pub look more
''Turrety''.
Other suggestions include setting up a food concession in the
cloakroom and making Willison

Fall convocation held Sunday

i

Hall into a quiet lounge suitable
for group gatherings. (Willison
Hall is now open from 4:00 to 6:00
every day, and from 8:00 to 12:00
on Monday to Wednesday.)
The top priorities in Hadlow's
opinion, are to paint the 'furret in
coordinating colours and to
formulate good plans that will be
acted upon in the future.
Continuity in student governments, the next priority, could be
accomplished by gathering information and cataloguing it.
Current governments could have
access to all reports and
proceedings of previous governments. This would eliminate
redundant committees and administrative work, and speed up
and smooth out the transition
phase between one student
government and the next.
The last priority is to formulate
guidelines to be used by the
university when it prepares its
proposals for an addition to the
Student Union Building. Negotiations will not begin until
1980-81, when the university
will know the exact costs of the

new professional building.
Presently WLUSU does not
have the money to enclose the
bottom of the SUB. Hadlow said
there is a tentative plan for the
university to pay for the addition.
As this payment will be considered a loan, WLUSU will own the
addition and give the bottom
floor to the university· rent free
for an undecided n~mber of
years.
According to tentative plans,
workshops for physical plant and
planning will be established in
the bottom floor of the addition.
The second floor will go to the
Student Union, and future
student governments will have to
decide what will be established
on that floor. Hadlow said
WLUSU definitely could use
more office space, especially for
the Small Clubs Coordinator.
Other suggestions to consider
are: an enlarged games room, a
student-run store, a graduate
lounge, and a Student Union
lecture hall, in which movies
could be shown or special
lectures could be given.

But I need my coffee
by Karen Kehn
The 10 o'clock coffee break will
be removed from WLU's timetable as of September 1979.
Dr.
Weir,
Vice-President·
Academic, said this was being
done to ensure that university
facilities will be used more effie·
iently. According to the present
timetable
at
WLU,
the
university is supposed to start
operating at 8:00 a.m. This first
hour of classes is not used to its
full capacity. In the next
academic school year, classes

will begin at 8:30, 9:30, 10:30,
and 11:30 in the mornings. This
effectively schedules out the
10:00 break. According to Dr.
Weir, those students who really
wanted a break could schedule
no classes for 10:00.
The Vice-President-Academic
justified this administrative
decision by giving an example.
Approximately 35 classes are
not used during the 8:00 time
slot. If coW'888 are scheduled at
continued on page 4

SALES POSITIONS WITH
AFUTURE IN MANAGEMENT
Exams, Christmas. More Classes, more exams and graduation.
And next ...
Right now you are probably thinking about the past several years
and what you have to look forward to after graduation.
While you're at it, consider the personal growth and satisfactions
you could experience at Procter & Gamble - a leader in the
consumer products industry. We regard training and development as our most basic responsibility because we promote
strictly from within Procter & Gamble. We know of no way to train
people to become managers other than to have them learn by
doing.

I

I

Economics, history, psychology -our sales managers include
diverse backgrounds . More important than your specific field of
study are such basics as intelligence demonstrated, leadership
ability, innovativeness, and a solid track record of achievement.
Prior to on-campus· interviews, a representative from our Sales
Department will be visiting campus on Wednesday. Novem·
ber 8th to explain Procter & Gamble's Sales/Sales Management
responsibilities and opportunities .

~·Waterloo

~-0220

This session will be an informal one which will include slides and
a question and answer period . It is open to all interested
students.
As a first step, we invite you to visit your placement office and
obtain a copy of our literature. Additional information is also
available in the library file in the placement office .

•'-
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Dr. G. Noonan, the beadle, carries the mace at the head of Convocation procession.
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by Bea McMillan
Regular fall convocation was
lleld Sunday, October 29th at the
behener Memorial Auditorium
2:00.
Dr. Tayler, President of WLU,
officially installed as Presand as Vice-Chancellor of
university. He granted
to over 400 students at
ceremony. The students were
Graduate and undergraduof WLU. A number of them

were extension students and the symbol of the university's
regular students who have authority, which is similar to its
completed make-up courses since use in parliament. The title of the
May, when the last convocation person who has this honour is the
took place.
'bedel'.
Dr. Tayler pointed out that
Dr. Tayler told the Cord that
''the first grads of Master of ''Present at this ceremony were
Business Administration got de- 23 visiting presidents and repregrees.'' This means that this new sentatives from other instituprogram has been completed by tions."
some students.
This momentous occasion was
Dr. G. Noonan of the English open to the public.
Department carried the mace,

Procter & Gamble Sales/Sales Management
November 8th, 3:30p.m. at Room 3-203,
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Goodbye coffee break
I'm upset.
At least twice a week, 1try to live up the WLU motto, "A Touch of Class." It's difficult around here.
Like any other classy person, 1 like to have a pre-dinner cocktail Dinner, as usual, is around seven. It
sure does make it difficult to have that little appetizer, though, when they insist on closing the Turret at
6:00.
sed
I'
h
to 1ve up to t e
just for once 1 wish they'd get things right around here. How is a person suppo
classy tradition .,'..,hich is to be instilled in him when the local (only) watering hole closes from 6 00 to 8:00?
1 am not only speaking for myself. Many is the afternoon when I spy some person, resplendent m tux or
tails, trying to live up to the motto: a touch of class, only to have the glass pulled from h1s/ her lips,
figuratively speaking.
In honesty, though, 1 must admit that there are not only us soCia l climbers at the Turret at 6 00. There
are also ttl<>se who got out of classes at 5:45, and those who would like to have a f~ beers between 4:30
and 7:00 or 8:00. Now here is the question: why isn't the Turret open from 4:00 unt1l 12:00? Is 1t that the
administration doesn't trust us little kiddies to go home for supper or home to our books to study? Do they
think that by closing at 6:00 we will be forced to do our duty?
Who runs the pub? Supposedly, it is the WLU Student Union. Bones, the pub manager, says that the pub
closes because there is insufficient demand between 6 :00 and 8:00 to keep it open. How does Bones know
what the demand is when the pub is closed?
1 strongly suspect that those who might wish to have a pre-dinner cocktail or just a few beers with
friends find it necessary to go off-campus to do so, knowing that the pub will close between 6:00 and 8·00
Is the Turret policy driving students off campus to hoist a few? If the Turret is a service to the student, as
Bones contends, why is it a disservice at these hours?
.
This really bums me eut. 1 go up there for a few beers, get into a good conversation, and have to go
elsewhere to continue the conversation if I wish to drink while doing so.
If, as Bones says, the service demanded is insufficient to cover costsof operation, why not raise the
prices a nickel to cover these increased costs? At 65 cents per beer, the pnces are already by far the lowest
bar prices around. At 70 cents, they would still be the lowest. What customers would be dnven aw~y? H?w
many customers would be more satisfied by the service provided if the pub were to rema1n open, JUSt like
a big-university pub does?
.
Why are we so mickey-mouse? Have you ever had to tell a student from another unvers1ty that our pub
closes from 6:00 to 8 :00? It's absolutely embarrassing.
1would really like to hear from somebcidy the real reason why the Turret closes for supper. Reasons like
' there isn't any demand' just don't cut it .. . .
Barry Rie5, Editor

by DOUG HUNTER
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Well, goodbye coffee breakl Hello Friday afternoons. With the new
timetable starting at 8:30 in 1979, the 10:00 break will disappear and
more classes will be scheduled for Fridays. This is being done so that
classes will be spread out more evenly during the day. (Right now
classes are bunched between 10:00 and 2 00.)
I was disappointed when I heard about these changes. For two years
now I've enjoyed a break from classes at 10:00. It's a good time to
meet people, to gossip, to exchange lecture notes, to look at the day's
readings, or to study for a test
The only advantages of having classes start later (8:30) is that there
will be no more 8 00 classes. Speaking from experience, it is very
difficult to get to and to be awake in those classes. (Notes taken while
half asleep are not too legible.)
I see the main disadvantage of this move being that students will no
longer have a time when they all will be off. I think we will miss the
10:00 break as a meeting time between friends.
On the other end of this question, 1t must be remembered that there
will be classes spaced out evenly until the 5 30 period
As the administration has a '9 to 5' job, they may not have
considered what a long day 8:30 to 6:30 can be, and that's not even
including homework or night classes. With the classes spread out,
more students will have longer days more often.
Then, of course, there's Fridays. They will no longer be the first day
af the long-awaited weekend for most students. Classes will be spaced
out throughout the entire week - and this includes Friday afternoon
(Life will certainly be tough m 1979. I'm glad it's my last year at WLU.)
The administration seems to have overlooked an important,
although not necessarily structured, part of the student's timetablehours spent on homework With classes spread out throughout the
day, options will be easier to pick, but I've got a funny feeling that a
student's day will be chopped up by classes. For instance, I m1ght have
no alternative but to set up my schedule for Wednesdays, with classes
at 9 :30, 11 30, 1:30, and 4:30. Th1s gives me four diffuse free hours, one
of which will be lunch time. If all my classes were scheduled in the
morning or in the afternoon, I would have several sOlid blocs of time in
wh1ch to work .
As the entire week will be used, I will likely not have a day
off-neither Wednesday nor Friday. In the past, these "days off" have
been used to relax, do essays, seminars, etc. , to go home, or to work
part-time. So much for valuable free time or extra money.
Well I guess we shouldn't really complain. After all, we might be
getting rid of some of the portables. These changes will save the
university money in the long run
The university's done 1ts part by initiating these possibly unpopular
changes I guess we students shou ld do our part in accepting it.
Don't worry, we' ll find a way to make the system work for us. We
always do
Karen Kehn, News Editor

Con1n1ent on state of the nation

I

by John Webster

Recent reports indicate that a
federal election will result in a
and
Conservative
victory
isolated Liberal support in
Quebec. Thus we may be faced
with a polarized nation. Trudeau
seems to like this theme and it is
being echoed in the present First
Ministers'
Conference.
The
economic forecasts see a shaky
dollar and a weak productive
capacity for our manufacturing
industry. Clark and Conservative leadership come complete
with a mortgage package
combined with a policy of fiscal
restraint. Trudeau, on the other
hand, is years late with argu·
ments for an entrenched constitution and a package of minority

language rights. Many would
lead us to believe that the state
of the nation is very poor with
the potential to get worse. Look
around you and see how many
are ready to jump on the spending-cutback bandwagon.
Personally, I see no rationality
in projecting the politics of
doom. A country with this much
potential should advance on
restructuring
ineffectual
programs and develop some
sound economic proposals. The
dollar is declining and so is the
dollar of our American neigh·
bour. A devalued dollar is in
some respects more competitive.
Our political leadership and
potential leadership is poor. It
reflects a scramble approach to
policy selection and a total lack
of foresight. Our news media are
too
busy playing politics.
Canadians are letting them·
selves be cheated. Excuses are
not explanations. The political
alternatives are merely different
coloured robes. It's time for new
positive input into the Canadian
political system. That new input
does not mean the return of John

Turner. It does not mean the
return to an 'old school'
approach in economics and
public spending. It means the
positive application of new ideas.
It is time for the public to accept
politicians who are not afraid to
dish out a dose of realism. In
other words, the people behind
t he scenes should step out or get
out.

Thanks
gang!
Thanks this week to Dianne
Baltaz, Brenda Armstrong, and
Deb Stalker for doing the typing
this week. (You are included
Deb , because you showed up,
even if we didn't have anything
for you to type at the time. Better
luck next time.)
This week' s Cord is shorter
than last week 's due to two
reasons: a) we wanted to go home
early, and b) nothing much
happened this week. Besides,
last week's was an unusually
large issue . It's hard to keep that
up all the time.

A note to our faithful
readers: If we don't get
some letters to the editor
soon, we'll have to make

Coffee break cont'd from p. 3
this time, it would be equivalent
to adding 3 to 5 protables on
campus.
As a result of this timetable
change, Dr. Weir hopes the portables will go sooner than they
would have otherwise. He would
"love to have them out of here,"
as the portables are unpleasant
to attend classes in and they are
expensive to operate.
The peak loading of classes
between 10:00 and 2:00 will be
scheduled
more
evenly
throughout the day. The
utilization of the complete week
means classes will be scheduled
on Friday afternoons . •
A committee has been struck
to look at the timetabling
problems at WLU. It consists of

one faculty member and
staff person appointed by
Dean. In approximately
month, the committee
present its
about the coordination of
uling and the utilization of
effectively throughout the
ersity. The requirements
preferences of each faculty
be included in the report.
Dr. Weir denied the fact
this decision was affected by
Trends and Strategy Report
which there was a sectioa
class scheduling. The idea
changing the timetable has
suggested off and on for the
few years rand the changee
decided on before Trends
Strategy gave its report.
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Recently
I
read
that
psychological testing is now
back in style after a long absence. Employers such as banks,
oil companies and manufacturing firms are now making the
writing of such tests a qtandatory condition of employment.
"Big deal," you say? "I can
breeze through any such test and
pass with flying colors, right?"
Not necessarily so.
Numerous problems have
arisen with the re-introduction of
these tests on a large scale. For
example, thousands of such tests
are available-some effective,
some useless. The results of
those valueless tests can change
people's lives, ruin careers!
Another 'for instance' -test
results are often misinterpreted
by untrained and unqualified
people. And many times the test
results will not be revealed to
you. Food for thought.
But wait, there's more! It has
OOen shown that certain racial
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and economic groups consistently score high or low on
many tests. Some of these tests
are clearly aimed at men only. It
is
therefore
possible
to
discriminate on grounds other
than aptitude and ability.
This is not to say that all companies are guilty of such
amateurish testing-many conduct in-depth and often intimate
testing
with
registered
psychologists. But this occurs
mostly at the higher corporate
levels and is- a very expensive
process. Unfortunately too many
companies buy their tests from
salesmen who work on a commission basis. The tests are sold
in bulk and the completed applications sent to a computer
(usually in the US) and the computer ' print-out is sent back to
the employer.
Such psychological tests can
s how you your strengths and
weaknesses any any serious
emotional disturbances. But on
the whole, these tests are over

]

used and sometimes under
analyzed.
What do you do? Do you walk
out when you hear the word
'test' and perhaps blow an excellent opportunity? Or do you
succumb to the test and pray
that some inept person is not the
one judging your results?
The answer is not a simple one.
It is a personal decision. That
may sound like a cop out
(perhaps it is) but what choices
do you have? Not many.
One psychiatrist recommends
that "companies without the
money for proper testing would
be
better to
scrap
the
questionable tests, which can be
very dangerous, and stick to,the
traditional methods of interviewing."
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During November and part of
January, the Cord will occasionally be printing various opinions
and descriptions of the Ontario .Federation of Students [OFS].
This will be done to inform the
students about OFS so they can
oote intelligently at the February
referendum which will decide
whether or not WLU joins the
federation.
by Jim Lye, concerned student
Since January 1978 WLUSU
has held a trial membership in
the Ontario Federation of Students (OFS). We joined with the
intention of evaluating OFS from
the inside so that in 1979 we
could help the students of Laurier
make an educated decision on
whether or not to join as a
full-time member. Well 1 the time
to make that decision is fast
approaching and it is about time
tblt some arguments, both for
md against were raised.
'lbere are a number of
different ways to look at the
decision. Today I would like to
look at the financial implications.
charges $1.60 per student.

ors

In addition, the yearly cost of
sending delegates to conferences
is between $1,000 and $1500.
This represents an expenditure of
about $6,000 per year to join and
attend and that doesn't include
the WLU Graduate Association
who also requires about $1100 to
attend Ontario Graduate Association conferences. If we were to
join OFS, WLUSU would need to
ask for between a $2.50 and $3.00
increase in fees to offset the
$7,000 to $8,000 costs.
The quesion we must ask
ourselves is: Do the benefits
justify the costs? To do that we
must know the benefits. Well,
don't look at me for an answer
because I have yet to discover
$7,000 worth of benefits and that
is not through lack of trying. On
three occasions I have spoke with
OFS personnel. The first time
was at the open forum held in
room 1E1 last year when OFS
was trying to convince us to join
as trial members. As an observer
I felt that the two representatives
did a terrible job of presenting
their organization to us. However
as usual only a handful of

we were unprepared for theresponse we received. The other
delegations s1mply ignored us."
Ryerson represented the only
support for Laurier's position.
In this age of government cutbacks, which are a result of
public pressure on the government to reduce its budget, the
action proposed by OFS appears
to be childish and counter
productive to the cause of postsecondary students in the
province. This action can only
serve to alienate students from
the government, and deprive us

It ~PPmed lrkt> JU\t a f ew w eek s ago when I st rpssed th<>
1mpor tclnct> o f you r conf i rm at io n of enro llm t>nt Now, you
must your attpnt ion o n your <>xammat1o n s< ht·dule. If you
do not ha ve any conflict s, you are in luc k ! Sit back and
rel ax Sho uld you have a conf l1 ct, shame o n you ,
You
shou ldn ' t. Bu t, if you do, please contact the RPgl\t rar's
OfficP as soo n a' po~si bl e and expl ai n yo ur dil emma Good
Lu ck!
Until nt>xt t imP,
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hearings to get more student
input into the report. The
commissioner was instructed by
the Board to come up with a
method of garnering more
student input, by the next
meeting.
The Chairman of the Honouraria Committee reported that the
committee was in the process of
preparing a manual for each paid
position in WLUSU, as was
suggested by last year's Board.
After some discussion, and a vote
on an amendment to include
Co-op students working in the
K-W area, as _possible . position
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Question of the Week
by Carl Friesen

How do you feel about the merger
of U of Wand WLU?

Hopefully the use of such
"mail order" testing will not increase and employers will realize
that such tests are not the be all
and end all- even computers can
make mistakes.

students attended. WLUSU decided not to condemn OFS for
this poor showing but to join, in
order to really witness the
operation.
I have talked informally with
an OFS field worker on two other
occaaions. I have attempted to
determine what we get for our
$7,000. The only concrete answer
I have come out with is that OFS
provides access to information
through contacts with other
schools. The rest of the discussion centred around what OFS
lUnda for and believes in. You
would think that the field worker
would be better prepared to
answer such a question. I was
left with the feeling that OFS
penonnel are involved more for
penonal"gain and beliefs than for
the good of the student.
I recognize that aside from
costs there are numerous other
things to consider when we make
our decision. However I hope that
I have initiated some thought and
discussion on the relationship of
the cost as opposed to the
benefits of OFS.

of public support.
At this point I would like to
question our continued participation in OFS. I would
question the benefits received
from continued association with
this militant group of activists.
When reason and rational alter. natives to militancy are ignored,
the necessity of OFS become
doubtful.
Ask yourself these same
questions next February when
the question of Laurier's continued participation in OFS will
be put to the vote.

Mark Kuderian
2nd y ear Business
As a student, I don't like the
"idea. Each university has its own
character and that is something
we need. The competition in the
area between the two is really
good.

Lorraine Baetz
2nd year honours Sociology
Only if we can keep our own football team. It would be good if we
could merge some classes and attend some at the U of W without
the cross-registration fee. This
would be good especially for
summer courses.

Chris Joyce
1st year honours English
Laurier is about the smallest
university around, and it's really
quite adequate. You can get to
know students and profs a lot
better this way. We have enough
courses here as it is and by
joining the U of W we would gain
little except more congestion.

ScottFagah
1st year honours Business
We could join courses and improve what is offered. Sports
programmes could be improved
too - we'd have better teams.
But really, this place would lose
a lot of appeal that. a smaller
school has, and that's one of the
reasons I had for coming here.

Board meeting cont'd from p. 1
action. Laurier and Ryerson were
&be only opponents of this policy.
Crapper told the Board that
Miriam Edelson, an OFS field
worker, would be at the Board
meeting' scheduled for the
twenty-sixth of November. Crapper also presented to the Soard
IUs response to the Senate's Ad
Hoc Committee on Trends and
Strategies. Board reponse to the
report varied, but concensus was
&bat the term 'marketability'
relegated the University to the
I01e of a 'college or technical
IChool'. Mike Hadlow suggested
&bat the Commissioner set up

~
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childish or militant?

by Dave Creek
As reported elsewhere in this
issue, our Commissioner of University Affairs attended an
anergency plenary session of
OFS. The purpose of this
meeting was to discuss a "fall
plan of action" with regards to
government cutbacks. The 'action' is an 'information picket' to
be held at Queens Park.
The Laurier delegation presented a brief outlining our opposition, and offering alterDatives. To quote the Commissioner, "We were expecting
to be attacked for our stand, but
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A candid opiniOn on OFS

OFS
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holders, the position description
of Small Clubs Coordinator was
accepted. The position description specifically states that Co-op
students cannot hold the position. The second description, that
of Recording Clerk, was sent
back to Committee for more
work.
Just before adjournment, the
Board passed a motion instructing Radio Laurier Statim{ Manager, Larry Greenberg, to attend
the next Board meeting, in order
to answer some important questions.

Pat Berube
2nd year English
I think that it's good that the
libraries work together. Still, I'd
like to keep Laurier small,
because you can get to know
people more and it's more personal. Costs would probably stay
about the same.
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bbey Road, here on campus
by Paul M. Vella
If you were to listen to your
local a.m. radio station, chances
are that three out of every ten
tunes you would hear would be
either originals by the Beatles or
written by one of the '' Fab
Four''. Of the top twenty-five
single hits on the charts, three of
them are Lennon-McCartney
tunes: "Oh Darlin" (by Robbin
Gibb), "Come Together" (Aerosmith), and "Got to Get You Into
My Life" (by Earth, Wind and
Fire).
When most people, now in
their twenties (or even early
thirties), hear the name "Abbey
road, they immediately think of
the Beatles. So what better way
to represent yourself as a band
that plans to take the people back
to the sixties of Beatlemania,
than by calling yourselves '' Abbey Road"?
Four young men from Scar-

borough, Ontario (even their Turret via the parking lot, 1 wu
home town name originated in astounded at the excellent
England) are touring the local reproduction of •·Maybe I'm
scene as a band providing Amazed,'· especially the superb
audiences with the ·m usic of the vocals provided by the drummer,
never-to-be forgotten Beatles. Charles Azzopardi (he's from
With Steve Lay and Rick Kloess Matta, not from England.) With
sharing the duties of rhythm, the addition of suits and Sgt.
lead guitar and vocals, the band Peppers' uniforms to the good
appears to be very competent at old rock and roll Beatie tunes
reproducing the wide range of "Abbey Road" kept the dance
sounds characteristic of the floor jammed for most of the
Beatles. In most of the Beatles' evening.
older tunes, the baseline was
Just a few years ago, another
rarely pushed into the background where it could be possible band, "Liverpool" built a name
lost·as background rumble, and for themselves by meeting the
Barry Wike, on electric bass and demand of Beatlemania, and
vocals provided adequate base hopefully "Abbey Road" will do
support to supplement the other the same. Even though lacking in
instruments in the band. Situated a great deal of professionalism
somewhere behind the right set due to such a short term together
of loudspeakers, and somewhere :sixteen weeks to date), the band,
in front of the drummer, was Dan given time to mature and
Parr, casually thrashing the develop, could fill the gap in the
keyboards. As I approached the latest wave of Beatie nostalgia.

Kuerti Series off to a good start

Anna Wyman Dance Theatre
mistress and a two-timing jogger
appeased his lady friends. Then,
to the tune of 'Love is a Many
Splendored Thing', two cupids in
white shorts and red running
shoes deadpanned their way
through a love duet. Sacrilege for
an avid ballet fan, but deliciously
funny.
'Two People', set to music by
Handel and Riada, was an
excellent demonstration of the
versatility of Ms. Wyman's
talents as a choreographer (in
traditional ballet style.) It was a
sensativeduet,danced beautifully
by Vickye Wood and Trevor
Schalk. It seemed strange that
Ms. Wood wasn't on points for
this, but I quickly forgot it and
just enjoyed.
'Tremolo' made dramatic use
As we found our seats, the of props, but I'm still not sure if I
Company was still warming up on liked the piece. Lengths of wide
stage. In multi-coloured tights elastic formed a circular cage for
and leotards and bulky leg one dance, while others manipuwarmers, they twisted and lated and reacted to elastic
stretched and flowed to the finger frameworks.
I was reminded of puppets
snapping of Ms. Wyman. It was a
great introduction to the Com- pulling their own strings. Many
pany and to a unique perform- segments were interesting and
unusual, but I wasn't enthusance.
'Deflections, set to the music iastic about the composition as a
of John Mills Cockell, was a whole.
difficult piece for one to enjoy. I
The performance ended with a
don't like the music, so my piece called 'Dance is ... '. What
appreciation of the talented a treat! The dancers became
choreography was marred. I jocks: tennis pro, football quarfound myself dwelling on the terback, basketball forward, a
rough spots, the lack of syn- rowing team. It wasn't what I
chronization, the poorly executed expected from a dance group, but
steps.
then, the programme warned to
'Sixes and Sevens' was largely 'expect the unexpected'.
a mime sequence set in a public
The next time Anna Wyman
park. A drunk followed a goes on tour, try to catch a show.
newspaper reader down the You may not understand it, but
bench as a dog walked his you'll probably enjoy it.
by Jeanie Brown
My biggest disappointment of
the evening was opening the
programme and discovering that
'Klee Wyck' was not scheduled.
It was the rave reviews of this
dance for Emily Carr that had
prompted me to take off for the
War Memorial Hall at the
University of Guelph Saturday
night. Nevertheless, it was an
excellent evening.
Anna Wyman, formerly a
principle dancer with the Graz
Opera Ballet, founded the group
in Vancouver in 1972. They have
performed in the Young Choreographers Competition in Cologne, Germany, the Montreal
cultural Olympics, and toured
Canada and the United States.

by Carol Gosnek
"There is more to Beethoven
that meets the ear.'' This was
discovered by the audience at the
first of a series of eight concerts,
sponsored by the K-W Chamber
of Music Society, and broadcast
live by CKMS-FM radio.
Anton Kuerti will perform all
thirty-two Beethoven piano sonatas on eight consecutive Wed. nesdays at the Theatre of the
Arts, University of Waterloo. The
first concert was on Wednesday,
October 25, and the last one is on
April 4, 1979. The concerts
themselves are preceded by talks
given at 7:15 pm by Kuerti
himself, on the sonatas to be
performed that evening.
Kuerti was born in Vienna. At
an early age he emigrated to the
United States, where he also
received his musical education.
Performing in public intermittently since age eleven, he
received great recognition after

winning the Leventritt Award.
He has toured more than twenty
countries. and has appeared
many times across Canada. He
usually takes his own piano with
him in a specially constructed
van.
His introductory lecture to the
first concert could easily be
understood by musicians and
non-musicians alike. He spoke on
the universal appeal of Beethoven's music. Several reasons
cited included the , music's
dramatic range of emotions, the
individuality of each work despite
the fact that they are all piano
sonatas, and Beethoven's insistence on his own personal
development. He also spoke at
some length on the intellectual
content of the works to be
performed that evening (numbers 1, 6, 12, and 21), delving
into thematic developments,
form, and tonal relationships.
As a performer, he is incred-

ible. It boggles the mind to try
and comprehend how this man
could commit so much music to
memory. It is evident that he hu
spent much time researching
details of performance practicel
in Beethoven. He also hu
excellent technique and a
level of physical
appearing only slightly out
breath after the third complete
sonata!
I hope that all ticket holders fll
this series realize how privileged
they are to be hearing one of the
world's authorities on BeethoWI
here in Waterloo. Those ftt
don't have tickets can still calC
him on the radio stata
CKMS-FM at 7:10 on Wednef.
day evenings. The entire series
concerts will be rebroadc*
later on in the summer.
Don't miss the rest of
series. Anyone who
standing ovation on
night must be worth hearing.

Chusid named to position at Festival
Harvey Chusid has been
appointed Director of Media
Development for the Stratford
Festival, Artistic Director Robin
Phillips announced today. In
making the announcement Mr.
Phillips explained that Mr.
Cbusid's is a new appointment,
ratified by the Board of
Governors
in
Executive
Committee on October 5, 1978.
Mr. Chusid's mandate will be to
explore the possibilities of film
and television in relation to the
theatrical work of the theatre.
Mr. Phillips pointed out that in
the past few years the number of
requests to film
Festival
productions had grown to the
extent that it was felt the time
had come to have someone on
staff responsible for pursuing
such requests and for initiating
projects within the Festival itself. Particularly now, when
federal and provincial cutbacks
in grants are forcing reappraisal
of plans throughout the Canadian artistic community, the
Festival cannot afford to overlook any means of helping to
make itself more self-supporting.
Mr. Chusid's first project will
hE: the filming of The Importance
of Being Earnest, which has been

announced for the A von stage in Opera Company.
He has written widely
1979. He will make the contacts,
do the travelling and retain the theatre and opera both for
financial, contractual and tech- press and for magazines
nical expertise to bring the film journals, and is a former
of Theatre Ontario's ' ..........1••r·
to reality.
.
The new position is also seen Changes" magazine. In Arltiitita'"Rtlo
as the first to be established in he has been a consultant to I*'
connection with Stage One, forming arts organizatiOIIL
which will include a film and tel- Early in his career, he
evision studio among its fac- extensively on a grant
Canada
Council,
ilities.
Winnipeg-born, Mr. Chusid is theatre in England
at present Director of Publicity His early career also .................
for Festival Ottawa at the period in the Festival's
National Arts Centre. Prior to Department.
The appointment is
joining the NAC, he served in the
same capacity with the Canadian February 1, 1979.

Movie Showcase

Waterloo Theatre, 24 King St.N., Wat., Who is Killing the Great
Chefs of Europe?-ADUL T
Lyric Theatre, 124lf2 King W. Kitchener-Boysfrom Brazil Capital Theatre #2, 90 King St. W., Kit . ,-Up in Smoke -REST
Capital Theatre #I,''""" -Comes a Horseman-RESTRICTED
Cinema Theatre, 161 King St., E., Kit.-Nationaf Lampoon's
Animal House-RESTRICTED
Odeon Theatre, 312 King St. W., Kit.-Midnight Express
-RESTRICTED
Odeon Hyland Theatre,l41 Ontario St. N., Kit.-The Big Fix
Fairvie"' Cinema, Fairview Park Shopping Centre, Kit., Death on
the Nife-ADUL T
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by Kurt Ditner
The discos in the Twin Cities they dance th~ir lives away? your glasses while you are in the
kave been growing and changing Have the movies of the day midst of hustling! Last but not
rver since the early seventies. , implied that a job is only between least~ keep your shoes polished to
Before, the basic needs were 9 am and 5 pm, and after this, a shine. Then it's trucking off to
lltisfied by Christmas lights and dancing becomes your madness? the disco.
As I stepped into the club, I
a dance floor. Now, due to the
Only a disco nut could answer
quickly slipped on my Macho·
public demand, they must this.
Before I went out, I recalled Man mask. Out of a world of
JI'Ovide more to meet these
the basic rules regarding dress reality into an electronic fantasy
upectations than ever before.
and protocol. First, I slipped on a land. Glancing around, I saw that
With this knowledge in hand,
since the competition be- white shirt. It's very effective the club was not just full of cradle
discos has been much when the lights shine off you robbers, but a cross-section of
, I decided to try a local while on the dance floor. Then I many age groups .
zipped up my would-be John
After quickly sitting down, I
out for myself.
Why has the discotheque Travolta three piece suit. If you proceeded to order my first
the centre of the universe have contact lenses, on they go. round. A friendly but quick
the youth of today? Why do Wouldn't want to see you drop waiter appeared and disap-

uelph to host dope fest_
GUELPH ~CUP) If the National
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana La\l's ~NORML) is
cmect, you may SCX'"! be able to
1m0ke that old P"li of jeans
iutead of throwing them out ..
The industrial applications of
marijuana, including using hemp
fibres to produce a denim-like
111terial, will be among the
topics discussed at NORML's
Canadian conference, being
at the University of Guelph
L is a non-profit organ'bying for the decrimof marijuana.
am foreseeing the legalof marijuana within four
years," said Wolfgang
president of NORML.
one has yet done a thorough

1\r.ridely on
l,h for ·daily
rines and
/mer editor
<'s
~n
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.
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ftarsday, November 2
• laurier Christian Fellowship
iRes you to join them in the
Iliff Lounge at 4:45 pm for
IIpper. At 5:45 pm Elmer
Nessen speaks on ''Integrating
rub and Studies towards a

• The Chinese Students Associs having their annual ping
tournament in the Con. Starting Oct. 30 to Nov.

8 Rangers vs Elmira in
action at the Kitchener
Auditorium.

is effective

fit -REST

t REST
r RICTED
'
on's

'Fix -AD

~eath on

NORML hopes to put out an
album of .marijuana-related
songs ~''The Green, Green Grass
of Home", "Jumping Jack
Hash", etc.) using campus radio
station equipment. Royalties
from the album would go towards subsidizing NORML's on·
going research.

••• to

Saturday, November 4
• Varsity Football- Western vs
Laurier at Western

• Varsity Women's BasketballYork vs Laurier, Home game.

November 3
Varsity Hockey: UniverWestern Ontario vs
Laurier University in

A Rangers vs Peterboro at
"·Ki&chener Auditorium at 8:00

Monday, November 6

• Ski Fashion Show 7:30 pm,
Cafeteria, South Campus Hall, U
University of Waterloo. Ski Club
memberships, $5.00 are available
at. WLUSU or at the Fashion
Show. No charge for members,
$1.00 for non-members.
• Shakespeare Film Festival.
"As You Like It," Kitchener
Public Library, 7:00 pm.

Leonard McHardy has been
appointed to the position of
Director of Press and Public
Relations at the Stratfor
Festival, Artistic Director Robin
Phillips announced today.
He replaces Douglas Allan,
who resigned in September.
Mr. McHardy is co-founder of
Theatrebooks in Toronto, the
first bookstore in Canada
devoted solely to theatre and
dance. He will, however, sever
his connection with Theat..-ebooks
before assuming his new 'd uties
in Stratford on January 1, 1979.
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• The movie, ''Two Minute •
Warning" will be shown in 1E1 ;
at 7:00 and 10:00 pm. It will cost u
$1.00.
• Canadian Film, presented by ~
Wilfrid Laurier University, continues this evening at 7:00 pm. •
Dr. Tiessen' s lecture this evening
will be accompanied by the film,
"The Drylanders." KPL

a

.I

Red Dog-Good bye dead guy! I know you lost your
cookies guy! Now the rest of WLU knows too!
Wolfie-Re Oct. 21 football gaine at Western. Can't
Alumni afford better clothing? Just cause you sell
chickens doesn't mean you have to dress like one. Next
time try a costume with originality.- J.E.

M
• The Wilfrid Laurier University •
Drama Club proudly presents,
THE STORE, by Mavor Moore,
in room lEl at 8:00 pm. Tickets
are $2.00 and are available from a
Drama Club member, the
WLUSU office, and at the door.
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J.S., I read your ad last week. Sorry to disappoint you
honey but your not the one. Good news about my heart
throb, though. I talked to her this week. Even if it was
just to say "I'm sorry" for stepping on her foot. It's at
least a beginning.-the love sick 3rd year artsie guy.

I9

Lynn, Happy 21st plus 3 days and Happy 19th minus
2 days, Beckie.-Love D3E

=

..=
;2
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;;
•

Pressured by mid-terms? Feel like you're going
completely insane? Phone someone who's been there.
Call Terry K. 885·6690.

To the girl I attacked on thepanD'raid-Please don't
tell my fiance, she'll kill me, cause I don't even live on
campus. I was just passing by. -L.G. from the sports
dept. at the T.S.

t:

and

To the girl we met at the Pub last week: We still
respect you! HJ and T.

F- Where are you?- E

e

9

The Cord has started a new feature for WLU students
only. It permits a student to annourrce cheaply what
they would /Ike to buy or sell or trade or borrow or
announce. Rates are s• a word with a minimum
charge of so•. All ads must be submitted to Student
Publications on the Friday before the issue and
payment must be made then. You are also requested
to show your current WLU student card at the time of
placement.

·a6

Wednesday, November 8
• American Literature, pres
ented by the University of •
Waterloo, continues this evening !J
at 7:00 pm. Professor Slethaug ;:a
will speak tonight on Emily u
Dickenson's poems. KPL
•

Thursday, November
Friday November 10

cuul,m. ncun~

•

~

Tuesday, November 7

Born in Toronto, he has
worked in administration at the
Shaw Festival in Niagara-on-theLake and at the O'Keefe Centre
and Global Village in Toronto. In
addition, he is a former General
Manager of Toronto's Second
City Cabaret.
He has also directed at Global
Village and, on a Theatre
Ontario
Director-In-Training
grant, he travelled to England to
work with the Tyneside Theatre
Company in Newcastle-UponTyne, where he co-directed several productions.

D CWID'III UCUJII!III

t:

• The "Women in History series
will• continue today at 12 noon.
Professor Richard Guisso will
speak today on "The Non-Western Perspective-Woman in Tra• Varsity Women's Basketball, ditional China and India. LunchRyerson vs Wilfrid Laurier eon is available by calling
743-0271, in ·advance of the
University, Home game.
lecture. KPL.
• Varsity Women's VolleyballCan-Am Tournament, Windsor.

• Junior A Rangers vs Sault Ste.
Marie, 2:00 pm, Kitchener
Memorial Auditorium.

Behave?"
is welcome to attend
public lecture.

be

The only real weakness that
carne to mind was that the deejay
booth was away in some little
corner. Haven't they seen
"Thank God It's Friday" before?
Remember, the deejay controls
the music; his mood will control
the sound. It's very important
that he should get involved with
the people; he can read the spirit
in the room by looking over the
dance floor.
To end with a small note of
advice. Don't go to a disco for a
pick-me-up. One should go to
dance and have a good time.
Macho Men are a dime a dozen
and it will be your own
personality combined with a good
dance style that will carry the
night.
_/

Leon McHardy named Festival's
Director of Press & Public Relations

3u
•e

• University of Waterloo, Theatre of the Arts: The Shadow
Box. At 8:00 pm. Tickets at
Central Box Office $3.00 & $2.00.

Sunday, November 5
• The Black Walnut Ballet
Company presents an afternoon
of dance today at 2:30 pm.
Admission is free and everyone is
invited to attend, RPL.

I studying
bd Europe.
I included a
js Publicity

~ Great

The University of Guelph was
chosen as the conference site
because of its agricultural
research college, he said. It is
also a good place for recruiting
new members, he added.
The
Central
Student
Association, which officially
supports the decriminalization of

• Varsity Women's Volley ballCan-Am Tournament, Windsor.

~travelled
~t from the

se

marijuana, will co-sponsor the
conference.
"We will be in full co-operation
with NORML to make all our
resources available," said Bryan
Bedford, CSA vice-president
activities.
Conference delegates will make
recommendations for age group
use, commercial aspects of mari·
juana marketing and advertising, and medical uses.

... to be ... to be
Career."

val

study on what society and
governments will have to be prepared for when this happens.''
NORML will bring in top
lawyers, medical advisors, and
experts in agriculture and marketing to discuss the future of
Cannibis sativa at the three-day
conference. Seibert said student
and faculty research groups from
other universities will also
attend.

peared, only to reappear again
with my drink. If you really want
to be Macho, down the drinks
and onto the lighted dance floor.
Surprisingly, it is still expected
that you find a dance partner,
preferably one of the opposite
sex.
A point to remember while
among the animals of the dance
floor; shake a leg or two. Don't
just make a sad attempt at a
rolling stomach movement. And
the key to a good disco is not.just
a good small dance floor, but a
strong light show combined with
an expensive-sounding music
system. It might mean the place
has to spend more money in the
short run, but in return they will
have you as a customer:

To the girl who opened the twv doors for me last
Thursday. I'd like to meet you again. How about at the
first door on Monday, November 6, at 2:20.-The
fellow with the red hair.

L - I was serious about waiting in your bed to bite
your,toes off. Get out of the snit.
•

Th• Coni"''""" the right to"''"'' any ad (paid fo'
arnot).
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Du Maurier Theatre
A $50,000 contribution from
du
Maurier has
allowed
renovations to proceed on the
historic site at 86 Lombard
Street in Toronto, designated as
the permanent home of the
Pauline McGibbon Cultural
Centre, now expected to open in
early 1979.
Named in honour of The
Honourable Pauline M. Mcgibbon, Lieutenant-Governor of the
Province of Ontario, the Centre
was founded in 1975 to provide a
cultural activity and resource
centre to bring public recognition to achievements and contributions women, past and present, have made to Canada's arts
and professions. It is planned as
a Centre where Canadian women
of all disciplines can display their

works and share their skills and
resources with the public in an
open forum.
Once
renovations
are
complete-, the Pauline McGibbon
Cultural Centre will house an art
gallery, a cabaret theatre, film
theatre, concert and lecture hall,
a reference library and reading
room, a cafe and lounge, studios,
and workshops. In accepting du
Maurier's $50,000, President of
the Cultural Centre, Helen Notzl,
announced that in recognition of
Imperial Tobacco's support, the
130-seat theatre will be known as
''The du Maurier Theatre."
Total renovations will cost
$250,000 of which more than
$150,000 has now been subscribed for by the private and
public sectors.

Thursday, N
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Scandai ·Sheet
by Under the Table
Well, here we are back again.
For awhile Saturday, at the
football game, I didn't think I'd
make it. As a mattel"'-of fact, I
didn't think the Hawks were
going to make it ... But of course
they recovered and went on to
win; while I'm still trying to
recover.
Couple of good parties over the
weekend. The one at Glasgow
drew rave reviews from all the
drunks capable of remembering
all or any part of it. Barry
O'Brien's swan dive off the
coffee table onto the laps of five
partiers gets him (by unanimous
choice) "Drunk of the Night"
award. Ed MacMahon get's the

nod for breaking the most the problem is how to get out
bottles. I guess he thought he . it. If you didn't drag he, she,
was at the Loo, more likely it was it, back to your place you're
5 years of varsity football without good shape. Just get your ass
a helmet.
of there and deny everythin8.
Did you ever wake up and not you're at home, then you've
know where you were? Did you problems. Start scratching
ever have to ask? Did you feel lently. The mutt you're
embarassed? Of course you have! won't know what's going on\'We've all done it. So I thought to you can bet they won't lid
myself, this could make a great around to find out. Clair
new sport. Get your friends temporary insanity to yrta
together, get gooned out of shape roomies.
until nobody knows what they're
Going to Western this
doing, and then see who ends up end? Sure, why not? You IIIIi
the furthest from home. I like it, I the time off, besides, nobot
like it, get a man on that Stan and there knows about your repa.
get back to me about it. We could tion. I figure about a thousuchf
have bonus points for places like us should be enough. Nor,
the hospital, the drunk tank, ·etc. where are we going to go for
While we're on the subject, did pre and post-game cel1ebrtlt.ioll?
you ever wake up and almost crap Best bets are "Ceeps"
when you saw what was lying Hotel Richmond St.),
beside you? Ya, Ya and you said Rideout" (Rideout St.) , the
to yourself, "Boy, I knew I was Box" (Oxford St) and the'
wrecked last night, but not this 'n Rim" on Westerns
bad." Any port in a storm. Well, See you there!

w.-

An inside look at the
Post Office
An Inside Look at the Post Office. Joe Davidson.
by Joe Davidson and John
Deverell,
Lorimer & Co., $2.95
by Peter Birt
for Canadian University Press

CUT 'N PLACE

cc

(WATERLOO)
380 King St. N., Waterloo

"

Would like to introduce Nancy to the students of W.L.V.
Nancy is very aware of the problems facing students
today regarding hair care, whether it be shaping, permanent waving or conditioning processing.
So give Nancy a call and feel free to discuss your
individual hair care needs.

Phone 885-5020

WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HAIR.

- Every Mon4ay night-''THI: G81C SHOW''- alwa~s a blast
Every Tuesday night-HSTRIP NIGHTJ"- an~one ean!
and its all at "THE GRAND" Hotel--newl~ renovated
·6 Bridge St. West, Kitehener

Joe Davidson likes to joke that
he thinks he was once considered
the most hated man in Canada.
Whether or not that is true, it is
remarkable to remember that
Joe Davidson was president of
the Canadian Union of Postal
Workers (CUPW) for only three
of the forty years he spent with
the post office.
In his career autobiography
Davidson, with the editorial
• assistance of John Deverell, a
former director of CUPW research section, tries to outline the
historical situation that led to
his own election as president,
something he thought would not
happen, and the general situation of the post office that has
led to it being referred to with
near-universal derision.
In his typical fashion Davidson names names, and gives us
some of the back-scene dirt
behind one of the most disliked
unions in the country.
The focus of the story is not,
however, the internal politics of
CUPW; rather it is the general
government, labour, and political conditions that CUPW
evolved in. Davidson pointedly
makes the comment that CUPW
as a union was only formed in
1965. Before that it was the Canadian Postal Employees Assoc. iation, with the important distinctions that typify an employee's association rather than
a union.
On a personal level, Davidson
skilfully relates the story of his
own upbringing. Tales of his
large, poor family in the slums of
coal towns in Scotland leave no
room for any impression that he
had been brought up in luxury.
His childhood taught him that
"we (the workers) weren't get. ting a fair share of our labours
and we harboured a natural suspicion of management and its
, privileges."
But the overriding impression
is not one of leadership, although
he sometimes assumed the role
during his working days in
Scotland, and )lis rise in the
postal workers' organizations
since his first position in 1957 is
usually portrayed by_ Davidson

as the result of chance, luck,
simply fate.
Five questions are asked
the back cover of this book.
answers are indeed given
too, but they have no
coherence. For example,
union responsible for the
the Post Office? Well,
now. But why has it
always seemed so?
That answer goes deeper
trade unionism in Canada
the
role
of
organizations. Generally,
response
to
the
question and "what
to have labour peace
ficient mail service from the
Office?", the answers
in the personalities of tbe
cipal actors-Davidson
makes that clear- but
in the systems that people
Davidson have to fight.
There are no grand
outlined in the book,
Davidson tells why
believes the Post Office
become a crown l'm't'Vll..tin•t
book in itself.) But the real
mation for most readen
come from the sections
cerned with the earl)(.
ment of the postal
union. It had nothing to do
imported radical leaden,
nothing to do with the
trying to destroy the
ment. In many ways Da1ridllm
version of the history
the development of many
other than those connected
the post office or the
ment.
Before you start to reed
Davidson, a few thinis
stated. First, the book
definitive history of the
fice in Canada, nor is it
word on the story of the
Davidson, for example,
details on the on-going
between the Quebec unions
their Toronto
Remember the Montreal
outs?
Also, there are few ""..,•.,....
given to the
ween CUPW and
Labour Congress.
to be told there. And
192-page book could
describe the emotional
phere in which many
discuss the Post Office.
have to wait a little Ion&w
that. Maybe it will finally
when the Post Office
Crown Corporation.
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A Wedding: Feature Length Soap
by Stephen Whelan
Director Robert Altman has
succeeded in portraying reality in
his latest film, A Wedding . Like
the real nuptial event, the film
offers a few absorbing moments
sandwiched between stretches of
boredom, and once it's all over,
you'll wonder just why you
bothered to go.
A Wedding takes place on the
wedding day of Dino Corelli (Desi
Amazl and Muffin Brenner (Amy
Stryker). neither. of whom provide much cause far laughter or
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takes on the board with the
Queen. Declarer now plays out
CKQ2
the Ace, King, and Queen of
clubs ending in his hand. The
North East
South West
split is 4-2, which is the most
p
p
6 NT
1 NT
likely, so the last club in his hand
p
p
is not good. He now plays his
East leads the three of Hearts good spade and all follow. Here is
and North, the declarer, sees 11 the situation now:
sure tricks with a chance for the
East
South
twelfth in either clubs or diamond North
sSQ
if either suit splits three-three, SHA
H 5
HJ9
but the chances of either suit
DKQ6 D A 8 4 2 D 9 5
doing this is less than one chance
c6
ccin three. North can increase his
'
chances by employing a simple
squeeze. He takes the opening
trick in dummy with the King,
and then leads a small spade to
his King. A small spade is then
led to the board and the nine is
played with west taking the trick
with the ten spot. West leads the
remaining Heart which declarer

WLUSU Movies
As in past years WLUSU is
showing movies in lEI on
Tuesday evenings. to date these
are the movies that have been
shown: Semi-Tough, Chinatown,
Bang the Drum Slowly, and The
Spy Who Loved Me. All movies
are shown at 7 and 10 p.m., and
they are generally 90-110
minutes long.
Attendance has been poor, so
poor in fact that this service may
be discontinued said the Director
of Student Activities, Murray
Keith.
Advertising, Tuesday nights,
and prices have been problem
areas. With respect to advertising, there are two boards on
campus that describe the next
film. They can be found in the
Torque Room near lEI and in the
Dining Hall next to the clock.
Fliers are distributed throughout

H 8 4
DJ1073
CJ987

""'

the two cafeterias on Monday
morning around 9 a.m.
With I'espect to pricing,_recent
pies such as Rocky and Annie
Hall cost a great deal more than
others and hence warrant a
higher price to at least cover the
cost of the film. All films are
budgeted for a small loss, but not
anything like we have been
experiencing, stated Keith.
Upcoming films in November
are: Nov. 7-Two Minute Warning, Nov. 21-Network, Nov.
28 - To Catch a Thief.' Prices are:
$1, $1, $2, ·and $1 respectively.
The presentation of these films is
subject to the limits of the
budget. The service is there
- take advantage of it!
As the Director of Student
Activities said "We do it all for
you."

Uncle Dougie and Dynamic Duo:
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by TwoFrosh
We are writing in response to
JOur recent article entitled
"Have you come for a pickup at
!he Turret?" We regret to inform
JOU that this is not always the
case, many of us go to enjoy the
'•usic, have a few drinks and
,laugh at the guys attempting the
.pickups.
' We feel that your article
·misguided the frosh's in "out:lining some standard I?ethods
.and mistakes for the SOJourn at
the pub". Well, gentlemen (we
. use the term lightly), you do
mow how to handle yourselves at
pub, but your "post pub pickup"
· Jines have been sorely neglected.
1 As abiding citizens and students
I& WLU, we feel that the frosh
(and uneducated seniorsl could
profit by learning some new

ines.
A recent survey revealed the
illlowing as the most popular and
ve:
'I make great bacon and eggs.
me to stick around after

1 many

It

West
s 10 8 2
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~ _to

Office.

~ttle longer
~ finally &PI

,

~ffice beco....

bn.

is automatically focused upon
her. Burnett's sequences with a
love-stricken member of the
groom ' s family, played by Pat
McCormick , provide the funniest
moments in the film . As she
wave rs between holding off and
giving in to the slightly elephantine advances of the amourous
McCormick, we're treated to
grotesque dances, passionate
vows of love. and plans for a
secret tryst culminating in the'
romantic vision of the aspiring
lovers running to each other's

arms through a field of flowers.
McCormick appears regularly as
a panelist on The Gong Show ,
which shou,ld he a fair indication
of the calibre of humour you ' ll
see in A ~1-'edding.
The rest of the cast includes
the daffy siste r of the bride (Mia
Farrowl who has been "impregnated" by the groom and has also
slept with the rest of the barracks
from the groom· s military academy, except for the gay cadet. To
balance the homosexual, Gerald. ine Chaplin plays the lesbian

by Jeff Blakey

A small slam in No Trump in
which no long running suits is
present usually demands 33 to 36
HCP with a grand slam in No
Trump demanding 37 or more
HCP. If your partner opens One
No Trump and you hold 16 or 17
HCP, a flat hand, and no four
card major suit, then you bid
Four No Trump. This says
partner, if you have 17 or 18 HCP
bid No Trump, if not pass. If
responder (South) holds 18 HCP
and distribution as described
previously bid six No Trump and
partner will pass.
North(D)
East
SK95
SQJ64
H A 10 6
H J 9 73 2
DKQ6 ·,
D96
CA 6 4 3
C 10 5
South
SA73

any admiration for acting ability.
You might get a chuckle the first
time you see Muffin's braces. the
parents of the happy couple are a
junkie married to an Italian
busboy, and a gruff Kentuckian
(grown rich driving trucksl and
his s imple but good wife, Tulip,
well-portrayed by Carol Burnett.
A Wedding should be on TV as
a two hour Carol Burnett special,:
even when Burnett appears in a
scene merely as a background
character. she has such a
magnetic presence that attention

doesn't matter if we do it,
tell everyone we did any"
't worry, I' II still respect

you in the morning.'' (right,
Ron?)
"I'd really like to do it, but you
just made me realize how much I
like my girlfriend.''
Of course the jocks are far
more original, if not one track
minded . . .
"Ge~. you're the best pass I've
had in a long time. I'd really like
to 'touchdown' with you." or
"Even if I don't score tonight, I
will at the hockey game ... (so
puck off)''
Ladies, now that you know
which ories to fall over, here are
some effective comebacks. (if he
isn't the man for your Mrs.
degree I
'- "No. I don't want to go to bed,
I just got up ...
"Sorry, I'm still sober."
and the one that will never fail:
"By the way, the doctor said
that the penicillin is starting to
take effect and you probably
won't get it. But . . . "
Tonight, at least probably the
best method would be simply lo
offer to drive the pickup of your
choice home; sit on this article
and say. "I sure hope you didn't
read that stupid article in the
Cord today.··

West
S D J 10 7 3
H C J
North now leads his Ace of
Hearts. East and South follow,
but what can west play. If west
discards the club that sets up the
6 that North has. If West plays
the low diamond it sets up the
small diamond in South's hand.
West played a small diamond.
North played off his two high
diamonds and led the small one
to Ace on the board. That took
the last diamon"d out of West and
the Diamond eight in dummy was
the twelfth trick.

wedding director who takes us
through the film like a tour-bus
guide. Other worth watching
besides Burnett and McCormick
include the bishop who hasn't
performed a wedding for twentyfive years and shows it, a flighty
caterer who leaps into scenes
saying such inane things as,
''Death is a four Jetter word",
and Howard Duff as the family
doctor who administers to the
mother of the groom's drug habit
and who has a fondness of
brushing cigarette ashes of the
breasts of any woman within
reach, whether she smokes or
not.
The ending of the film will just
about wipe-out any enjoyment
the audience can glean from the
balance of the movie, and as one
of the bridesmaids says right at
the end, "It seems so sad when
it· s over." If you want some
laughs, watch some Carol Burnett Show re-runs and wait for A
Wedding to appear on TV,
probably very soon.
A Wedding is Restricted,
either because we' re being
protected from seeing Mia
Farrow's scrawny body from the
waist up or because we're being
sheltered from words like "shit"
and "son of a bitch."

-
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Movie Review: In PraiSe of Older Women
by Sandy French
In Praise of Older Women is an
intense biography. It traces one
man's experiences with older
women, as he travels along life's
path.
Set in Hungary, during the
1940's and '50's, the movie
centres on the life of one young
man, Andres. Like most adolescents, Andres finds himself
intensely desiring sex, but with
very few willing recipients. After
various failings, Andres turns his
amourous attentions to a highly

Billboard

Billboard Top Lps
1. Boston-Don't Look Back
2. Soundtrack-Grease
3. Foreigner-Double Vision
4. The Who- Who Are You
5. Rolling Stones-Some Girls
6. A Taste of Honey7. Kenny Loggins-Night Watch
8. Soundtrack-Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band
9. Brother Johnson-Blam
10. Dan Fogelberg & Tim Weisberg-Twin Sons of Different
Mothers

desirable neighbour,
played
splendidly by Karen Black. On
first impression, one might
assume that she is the typical
"bored housewife", but closer
observation shows that there is
much more depth to character
than that. She is keenly aware
that she will only be one of his
many experiences, and therefore
she tries to prepare both herself
and her young lover for the
inevitable day of their breakup,
while completely enjoying the
situation at hand. Of course, the

October 7, 1978
Billboard top 45's
1. Kiss You All Over-Exile
2. Boogie Oogie Oogie-A taste
Honey
3. Hot Child In The City-Nick
Gilder
4. Don't Look Back-Boston
5. Summer Nights-John Travolta/Olivia Newton-John
6. Reminiscing-Little River
Band
7. Hopelessly Devoted To You
-Olivia Newton-John

Sugarbush
from $135 us
Mont. Ste. Anne· from $99
Eastern Twsps from $119 Smuggler's Notch from$119 us
Killington (Vermont) from $109 us Stowe
from $135 us

day finally comes and the
audience is treated to a very
special scene, not mushy or
exaggerated, but realistic and it
manages to touch the audience
very deeply.
Of course, the only cure for a
lost love is to find a new love, and
so the trend is set. Andres travels
from one experience to the next;
learning, appreciating, developing, and, most importantly,
growing up. Each stage of his
development is shown by a
different woman, each of whom
offers different problems, and
therefore add to his growing
development.

To get Andres to Canada from
Hungary, the movie cleverly
entwines politics into the plot.
Andres has become a student
demonstrator and must flee the
country after the Soviets invade.
Canada is a whole new stage in
Andres development. Suddenly
confronted with the contrast
between trying to pick up a
Canadian woman and a European
Andres is subjected to a whole
new set of problems. The viewer
can only sympathize with the
young lover when he gets a
severe tongue lashing for using a
line on a Canadian woman that
worked so well in Europe.

Andres is a university teacher
which is a rather ironic situation
because in reality, he is the
student being taught something
new by each new and different
woman he encounters.
Andres is played flawlessly by
Tom Berenger, who combines
talent with personality to come up
with a winning combination. He
keeps the viewer attentive
throughout, and I'm sure that he
had many men reliving their
past.

This week I would like to do
something a little different so I
interviewed the staff of the
Torque room. The following is a
result of that interview.
If you wondered who actually
prepares the food, the Torque
room or the Dining Hall, the
answer is, both do. At least one
hot dish'comes 11p from the main
Dining Hall every day and all
pastry, puddings and the like as
well. All the meals are planned
by the Torque Room Supervisor
and the Cook and in this regard,
care is taken by both to provide
wholesome, nourishing and tasty
food each and every day for a

very lar~ number of students
and staff (in itself no small
undertaking).
The machines in the Torque
Room are there as a convenience
to everyone during the hours that
the Torque Room is closed. These
machines are filled twice a day
and prepared fresh each time.
there seems to be a good variety
and it always seems to go
quickly.
The staff tells me they don't
get too many complaints from
students, just the odd one now
and then. When I asked them
what their main ''beef'' with the
people who eat there is, they

were unanimous in stating one
major problem. Apparently, we
haven't beenasneat as we could
be and many of us leave our
dishes on the table, creating an
extra job to be done which,
according to the staff, is too time
consuming.
What happens to any extra
sandwiches left over? They're
sent down to the main Dining
Hall where they are quickly sold.
There have been times in the
past, when on a Friday afternoon,
any sandwiches went for V2 price,
but they say they hardly have
anything left over anymore.
The atmosphere in the Torque
Room is friendly, close and
conductive to conversation. The
staff is cheery and helpful and
many times they know what you
want before you have to ask. The
service provided by the coffee
and donut table in the concourse
is a Godsend for everyone and
alleviates most of the pressure of
the lineups.
No doubt at some point in time,
each and every one of you has
had some reason to deal with a
member of the staff of the Torque
Room on a one to one basis,
whether you wanted something
special or maybe you're on a diet
and have asked favours of one of
them. This being the case, I can
end with the assumption that you
have been treated well.

Dec. 27, Feb.11, 18, 25, M1r.18 • 6 day 5 nights, 5 day lift pass • accomodation
•charter bus • shuttles ro slopes • x-country • meal plan & U-drive available
Kltchener departure add $5.00

ASPEN OR
SNOWMASS

from

Feb.17,24,Mer.3,10,17,18
D1yfllght1 VII United Airlines
• Chateau Chaumont
• Cottonwoods •Stonebridge
• Woodbridge • Glory Hole

$379
CON FUNDS

Quebec Winter Carnival
Feb. 1 to 4 or Feb. 8 to 11, 11179
• 3 day 2 nights Auberge des Gouverneurs (downtown)
• charter bus • carnival guide or drive yourself

from$75

TALK TRAVEL & TOURS
DAILY9-8
SAT9-5

3701

Chesswood Drive, Downsvlew
DOWNSVIEW
IN TORONTO
OUT -OF-TOWN
630-4163
1-800-268-1941

All in all, a good film that
provides ample entertainment
with ample thought.
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T.V. and We .. bY the Two Humours
Sanguine: Dum dee dum dum
dum. What a lovely day.How are
you, Melancholy?
Melancholy:(sigh) 0 woe is me! I
can't stand it anymore. It's so
depressing. The injustice of it all!
Murder, crime, drugs, cannibalism!
S: Gosh, that's terrible! What are
you reading?
M: (sigh) The T.V. guide.
S: It can't be all that bad. Let me
see. Hmmmmm. You're right.
M: Yes. (sigh) Oh look at
Thursday night at 11 o'clock. It's
that dreadfully violent movie
"The French Connection."
S: Oh, I've seen that before, and
it's exciting, Melancholy! I just
love Gene Hackman!
~1: I don't find drugs or death
very "exciting'', Sanguine. And
it gets worse at midnight! "10
Rillington Place" (ch. 11) is a
movie about an unfortunate
Englishman (Richard Attenborough) who is hanged for murders
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The Cord Weekly

that he never committed. At the
same time, on Global T.V., is
"Survive", about· a plane crash
in the Andes Mountains. The
survivors, in their attempt to stay
alive, resort to eating their dead
companions.
S: That's not so awful. It's not
ni.ce, but it's nothing to get so
depressed about, Melancholy.
M: But both movies are based on
true accounts!
S: Oh, I guess that that is a bit
depressing.
M: There-is nothing of value on
the television set anymore. (sigh)
What we need are programs that
are designed to guide the youth
of today, not corrupt them.
S: You want guidance? Well,
Friday night has just what you're
looking for. World Television
Premier presents ''How to Pick
Up Girls" with Desi Amaz Jr.
(haa, haa, haa!)
M: Oh, Sanguine, even you have
no scruples. I'm so disillusioned.
(sigh) I think that I'm gonna cry.
(sob)
S: Mary Tyler Moore says "first

you cry'' but then you must start are soon buried with the dead.
coping with the realities in life. War isShe stars in "First You Cry" in S: Okay! Okay! Melancholy.
which a T.V. journalist discovers Let's forget about the morbid war
that she has breast cancer. It's stuff and tum to my favourite
also based on a true story-but subject-the Muppets! The lovethis one's about heroes, not able Kermit, the frog, stnrs in
CI\Ilnibals. (ch. 11 at 9 p.m.)
that classic fairytale ''The Frog
M: Don't try to cheer me up, Prince" on Saturday night at 7
Sanguine-the movies are going o'clock. Trudy Young plays the
from grim to downright grue- beautiful princess who is resome. "The Other" on ch. 7 and leased from a wicked spell by
11:30 p.m. depicts a set of Kermit. Melancholy, it is a happy
eleven-year-old twins-mere
story!
boys, Sanguine! -who are re- M: (sigh) So happy that I could
sponsible for the horrible deaths cry. (sob, sob)
of people in their hometown.
S: Well, if you want to cry, here is
S: A little later in the evening, at a real tearjerker- "!--de.to Billy
midnight, you can watch ''Where Joe" at 8 p.m. on channel 13.
Eagles Dare". Now, in this story, Two teenagers fall in love only to
there is bombing and shooting, find that their relationship is
but it's for a good cause. Allied thwarted by the young man's
soldiers parachute into Nazi sexual hangups. A strange
territory, Yaliantly rescuing a interpretation of Bobbie Gentry's
British general.
hit song is explored.
M: No war is fought for a good M: But he dies in the end,
cause, and nothing is gained but doesn't he? (sigh) Life is so
waste and destruction. It is futile!
butchery, gruesome and in- S:There's always a morning after.
humane, and pity and sympathy Watch "Poseidon Adventure" at

8:30 on channel 4 and you'll see.
It's a watered down story about
sunken ships and the escape of a
handful of the passengers. This
movie ends on a hopeful note. And
the next movie is .
.oh,
oh-better not watch it, Melancholy! It's more violence, though
this time, violence is almost a
virtue in "Bonnie and Clyde" on
Global at 11 p.m .
M: No! Stop! I'm too depressed
already. I'm going home to lock
myself in a closet forever (sob).
S: Gee. She didn't even wait to
hear about "Battle of Britain"!
~

2&

by John Honsberger
Here is a general theorum of
mark preparation. The marks (A)
directly related to the square of
the amount of time of the square
of a given balanced research to
writing ratio (C( minus one,
divided by one minus the time of
preparation.

A=B2-2(D-(c-1)2]
1-B
If you ate that up and
memorized that equation or
theorum, you might as will give
up now. You are too naive to
make it in this world.
Like most other theorums this
one is crap. Everyone knows that
the marker stands at the top of
the stairs and flings the papers as
hard as he can (without really
exerting him/herselO down the
stairs. Those papers landing
nearest to the bottom receive the
highest grade and those remaining at the top receive the
lowest.
So the moral is, if you want to
laugh through pre-med, law
school, whatever . . . study
aerodynamics.
For those already enrolled in
difficult programs, a good rule of
thumb is: The heaviest paper
goes furthest. So use lots of
staples.
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Hawks enter divisiQn final the hard way

On this play Leeming gets nailed and flys towards the goallne. The Hawks blew the Warriors out In the first half but had to come but late In the
game to squeak out a victory. For the third year In a row Laurier meets Western In the division finals at London. The Hawks are seeking
revenge for two previous losses and are due for a win.

by Gerry Huddleston
The Golden Hawks handed a
very determined Waterloo Warriors their exit ticket to the 1978
season. With this loss, the
Warriors will regroup for next
season and the Hawks will
regroup for next week against the
powerful Western Mustangs.
The Mustangs have handed the
Hawks their only two losses of
the season, but we will seek
revenge. Even though a team has
not won at London since 1975, the
Hawks have a lot to prove. Both
games against Western have
been hard fought games with
Laurier coming up just short both
times.
Saturday's match against the
warriors saw the Hawks roll up a
23 - 3 halftime lead and then
mentally fall apart. The Hawks
needed two key turnovers by
opportunist Bob Stacey late in the
game to gain the slim victory
30-23. Anyone knows that the
Warriors are not even in the
same class as the Hawks but
someone forgot to tell the
Warriors this.
In another picture perfect day
for college football in front of a
good crowd, the Hawks struck
quickly. A Brent Scott intercepted pass put the Hawks in
good field position at the Warrior
17 yd. line. The offence led by
Scott Leeming managed to get
only 1 yd. and settled for a
Gulyes field goal.
Waterloo managed to march

from their 35 to our 28, but good
hits by Davis, Scott and O'Keefe
forced a Mike Karpow field goal
from the 31 yd. line. The offense
then moved downfield with a fine
selection of plays highlighted by
the running of Burke, Reid and
Colwell to score a typical
wishbone TD. This, of course is a
combination of fine blocking
allowing Phil Colwell to burst
around the end for a TD.
After Waterloo stalled the
punt, there was an excellent
runback by rookie Steve Clark.
He has given Laurier specialty
teams new hope in trying to
break the big one. However, the
Hawks stall with two missed
passes to Vetro. The defence
holds tight and gave the offence
good position on the Warriors'
35. The result was a steady drive
to the goal line with Leeming
going in for the major from the 7.
Every yard between the 35
and the 7 was gotten by our
steamroller, Jim Reid. Jim
punished many Warriors and
autographed a few bodies with
his cleats.
On the next set of plays, a good
fake into the line saw O'Keefe
get burnt, but luckily the pass
was overthrown. The defence
remained tough and shut the
opposition out for the restof the
half. The offence then marched
from our own 23 to the Warriors
end zone with Leeming scoring
on the last play of the half. A long
pass to Woof, some acrobatics by

Burke, and strong running by
Reid led to the major.
The second half started with a
near interception by Scott arid
then a big slow receiver somehow
got in behind the Hawks defence
for and 80 yd. TD. What is this I
say to myself? The Hawks stall.
Waterloo march down and get
another quick field goal. The
score is Hawks - 23, Warriors13, and its a new ball game.
Laurier gets the ball and again
they stall. The Warriors' bench is
elated. A bad }>unt gives the
Warriors good field position on
our 47. Four passes and one
running play later, TD. Hawks
23, Warriors 20. This is incredible, I think, because we are not
even in the game now. Sommerville, from the shotgun offense is
picking our defence apart while
receiving lots of time to pass.
The Hawks get the ball and
again they are stopped. You just
don't win games with a run, run
and punt offence. The Waterloo
squad again marched with ease
toward our goaline from their 38
making our defence look virtually
non-existent. This left the fans
standing in admiration and
anticipation. The passing of
Sommerville was incredible and
his receivers were coming up
with great catches. Finally at the,
last possible chane, Bob Stacey
recovered a ball on the one yard
to stop the drive, but Waterloo
weren't finished.
A fired up defence was

penetrating easily and forcing
Leeming to make many mistakes.
A bad pitch recovered by
Warriors plus a facemasking
penalty (one of many bad
penalties) gave Waterloo first on
the Hawks 16 yd line. A razzle
dazzle flanker pass with a man
wide open was fouled when Terry
Martynuik nailed the passer. The
next play saw Rygus and O'Keefe
come up with a big play to force a
third down situation. The result;
a Karpow field goal and an
amazing 23-23 tie.
After generating a bit of
offence, Gulyes boomed a punt.
It was late in the game and this
was a key punt to the Hawk's
future. It gave the Warriors
possession on their own 4 yd.
line. Sommerville throws and
Rich Payne intercepts to give the
Hawks 1st down on the Waterloo
13. After a spearing penalty to
the Warriors and an unsportsmanlike penalty to the Hawks,
Reid gets two. Leeming, smelling
goal line, gets down near the one
yard line. Then the only major of
the half: Dan Gieruszak led Jim
Reid into the end zone with fine
blocking.
Finally, with 1.34 left, Joe
Alves had a good run back to the
45 yd. line. A Sommerville pass is
complete to the Hawks 46.
Defence led Scott on first down
and Martynuik, on second, holds
for no gain. Third down gamble,
and Sommerville drops back, he
winds back, he throws and Bob

PIC BY SWITALSKI

Stacey, showing fine hands
up with the interception.
takes over and runs the
down to the end of rej!:uJII~·:
time.
It was an exciting.
alright, but it should not
been. Our offence must
better next week. Leeming
settle down, as his play has
very erratic in the past
games. There is no doubt
the strength of his passing
but Scott must learn how to
his receivers better. The
ceivers are getting open,
ball has just not been
money. Also, against
the line must limit the rush
than they did against
Warriors because they
getting to Leeming far
On the other hand, our
had not seen the shotgun
this year, but were not
any pressure on
Pressure causes mistakes
defensive backs can only
long.
To beat Western, we
take any cheap penalties.
cannot fumble, and we mual
prepared mentally. This
be an easy task to acc:orrtplil*!
we want a College Bowl
The whole season rides
Saturday's game, and I know
the Hawks ean do it. We
win because we owe them.
have been riding high too
and now it is our turn!
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Hawkey Hawks Stung by Gryphons
by Joe Veit
Playing before a very tranquil
and sparse crowd at the
Kitchener auditorium last Thursday evening, the Laurier Hawks
lost a heart-breaker, 3-2 to the
University of Guelph Gryphons.
It looked as though big things
were in store for the Hawks when
Dan McCafferty put them out in

front 1-0 at the 58 second mark
of the first period. However, even
though they soundly outplayed
the inexperienced Gryphons, a
goal by Pete Nichol, and some
fme goaltending by Dave Gingrich allowed the Gryphons to
escape from the period deadlocked at 1.
The lone goal in the second

period was scored by former
Waterloo Siskers, Mark Holbrook
on a brilliant passing play from
Darryl Benjamin and Greg Ahbe,
giving the Hawks a 2-1 lead
heading into the dressing room at
the end of the second. Hawks
must have been kicking themselves after sailing to take
advantage of a five minute h!gh

Stars of the Game

sticking penalty to Guelph goalie,
Dave Gingrich. Though they had
excellent control of the puck on
the power play, they had few
good scoring chances, and they
posed very little offensive threat
to the Gryphons.
I don't know what Gryphon
coach, Bud Folusewych said, or
fed to his troops between the
second and third period (rumour
has it, a bowl of "Wheaties"),
but whatever it was, they came
out a revitalized and determined
group, scoring two quick goals
before the seven minute mark of
the third period. Pete Thompson
scored the second goal for the
Gryphons, and Paul Goldup fired
home the winner. Even though
the Hawks tried very hard and
came close, Jim Towle rattled a
shot off the crossbar with less
than two minutes to play, the
score remained Guelph Gryphons
3, and Wilfrid Laurier Golden
Hawks 2.
Hockey Talky-The difference in
the outcome of the game as I saw
it had to be the brilliant
goaltending displayed by Gryphons goalie, Dave Gingrich.
Though Hawk's MacSorley could
certainly not be blamed for any of
the Guelph goals, Gingrich along
with his partners' girlfriend,

Lady Luck, and best friend, goll
post, must be praised for keepili
the young Guelph team in
game and ultimately winning I.
Hawks were awarded 8 111M
penalties (some award) while 4
minors were assessed to
Gryphons along with the fiN
minute major to Gingrich. 016-1
standing check of the game~
to Hawks' defenceman,
Crombeen, who delivered
" Brian Glennie Special"
check to a Guelph player,
only penalty because the Guelll
player did not have the Jlld:
Never mind, Brian, I still say till
it was a great check. Perry MIA
defeated Laurier captain Tal
Butt in the showdown co~
tion between the first and
periods after he finally
goal on outstanding go111ltelldlt, a
Al MacSorley after about
attempts. Carling O'Keefe
sponsoring the showdown
petition and will award a
watch to the outstanding
tender and to the
goal scorer at the end of
Showdown competition.
Come on out and follow
Laurier Hockey Team, it's a
exciting brand of hockey,
great way to take your miDd
mid-terms.

*

In trainurals

Touch Football Standings

t

North

PIC BY SWITALSKI

Carling Rep Dave Ryan presents Player of the Game awards to Jim Reid (Offense 166 yds and the
winning T.D.) and Bob Stacey (Defence, 1 Interception, 1 fumble recovery.)
•

South
WLTP
4 0 0 10
4 1 0 8
3 2 0 6
1 4 0 2
1 4 0 2
1 4 0 2

Santucci
Sr.Bus Go4its
Bus 3 Austins
WillisonA2
Little Aie
Christ B3 Two
West
WLTP
Little Rank
4 0 0 8
WillisonA3
3 1 0 6
MotzC·Men
2 2 0 4
Willison B2
1 3 0 2
Edgers
0 4 0 0

Glasgow
Willie's Won.
Shemps
Little Sestics
Music Quasi Hawks
East

Co-Ed V-Ball Standings
Misfits
Tuna Fish
Born Losers
Soc Work
Shrinks
Floodies
Karai'sBus.

WLTP
5 0 0 10

Little Studz
Willi~on B1
Little 69's
MacrisBus.
Little A3E
WillisonA1

WLP
4 0 8
4 0 8
2 4 4
I 2 2
1 2 2
0 3 0
0 3 0

WLTP
4 0 0 8
3 1 0 6
2 2 0 4
1 3 0 4
0 4 0 0

3 2 0 6

2
1
1
1

2
3
4
4

1
1
0
0

5
3
2
2

Bowling Standings
Michaels. 38
Knights, 35
Smiths, 33
Bones', 27
Hornet, 26
Kalvaitis, 22
Forsyth, 20
Hayden,15

High Single
M#n
Hornet, 198
Duncan, 197

Men's Volleyball
WLP
Wally's Warr. Arts
2
Young's
Pick ups
Pilsener Power Bus.
I
Little 69's
Little Alkies

4 0 8
2 2 4
2 2 4

2 2 4
0 0 4
0 4 0

Women's Volleyball
Cornie Reliefs
:-.<omads
Moore heads
Bus.4

WLP
6 0 12
4 2 8
2 4 4
0 6 0

Men
Jeffries, 166
Smith, 162
Michael, 156
Duncan, 155
Knight, 152

Goog
Zoo grads
Wally 's

w.mo,...

R.gTa1<11

3

2

3

I

3

0

Little

Women
~1 ichael, 133
Jeffries, 132
Kellett, 130
Corbett, 130

Hou!le'
\\ilfuaon

ChinStudents

A.,oc

th-:v

Senior Arh have defaulttd two games and therefore are out of the competition. AJI
(agamst Gro&raphy, Willy's Rag Tags, Chines< studenu, and Little House) do not count.
A !ourp1rst wm for Willison O't'Cr WaUy's Wanion l&$t v.eek lr.epl the rnidentt team's pla'f-orr
alive. Rag Tags have moved up and the race for the Jrd and 4th play-off spots looks to be~
Orography had another win, dowmnal.ntlc Hou'c 3·1, wnh 2 goals from Jdf Ahomcn, v.bo
17 pomts and 1S the league's kad•na dcfcn""Cman

WCRI®
---- -

WATERLOO_CO-OPERATIVE RESIDENCE
280 Phillip Street, Waterloo

Nowyouknow (Everything you've heard about BRADOH..is true.)

WINTER '79 RESIDENCE
room & board

double
$599

single
$717

SPRING '79 RESIDENCE
room&board
room only

double

single

$525
$240

$655

lrg. single

$690

$380

$400

NON-RESIDENT MEALS
Five full-term meal options available
for non-residents In each of our three residences.
APPLICATIONS FROM NON-MEMBERS ARE PR~::>CI:SSIEQ
ON A FIRST COME BASIS-SO APPLY EARLY.
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Johnnie Walters
Squash Tournament
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Thursday, November 2, 1978

The Cord Weekly

er2,1978

The first week of play in the 1st
Annual Invitational Squash
Tournament has been completed.
Most of the tourney participants
were a little rusty in their play
after the summer lay-off, but as
we go into the second week of
action, this reporter is sure the
level of play will pick up .
1st Week Results .
John Sisson vs Duke Wain
Sisson the winner

John Feeney vs Brian Metherell
Metherell the winner
Kevin Walker vs Rob Bums
Bums the winner

,.__

Dave Stobbe vs Paul Willis
Willis the winner
Shawn Koshowski vs Spencer
Campbell
Koshowski the winner

til

See you in " court " I

W.A.A. Hosts Tourney
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Friday night at the fights Is the next best thing to university sports.
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PIC BY SWITALSKI

The W.A.A. hosted a very fine high school senior tourney on the
WMkend. Local teams did very well and It Is hoped that this will
blcome an annual event.
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Leach, coordinator of women's
athletics at WLU, thought the
competition went very well and
hopes to make this an annual
event.
Six teams were from the Twin
Cities while the rest were from
centres between Oshawa and
Windsor.
It looks like this tourney in the
future will prove to be beneficial
for all involved. This can be
attributed to Marion Leach and
the Women's Athletic Association for a job well done.
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by Gerry Huddleston
This past Saturday Sun Life of
Canada and the Women's Athletic Association combined forces
to put on the First Annual Wilfrid
Laurier University Women's
High School Invitational V-B
tournament. The 16 team tournament proved to be very
successful for K-W area teams as
three out of four semi-finalists
were local teams. The finals saw
the KCI Raiders rather easily
defeat the Cameron Heights'
Gaels in two straight games .
Tournament convenor Marion
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McMASTER UNIVERSITY FACULTY OF BUSINESS

Graduating?

Get even further ahead
with an MBA.
• Visit a McMaster Representative from the
Faculty of Business
• Thursday, November 9th
• 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
• Room 4-205, Teaching Building
• Programs Available : Full-time
Work/Study
Part-time

CHECK YOUR LOCAL NEWSPAPER FOR A THEATRE NEAR YOU.
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VALUE
SAVE20%
on aD Gen
Books
F

(non texts)

NOV. 4th lOth
Be good to yourseljl
Do some Christmas shopping

There are books for everybody- ~
AT THE BOOKSTORE IN THE CONCOURSE

